Beginning April 1, 2017, OASAS began collecting data regarding element transitions for clients participating in Part 820 residential treatment programs. Because of this change, a new feature, a link labeled “History” was added to the Client Data System (CDS) to be used when entering or updating data related to clients participating in Part 820 residential treatment programs. The History feature can be found on the Transfer (PAS-47N), Element Transition (PAS-125N), and the Discharge (PAS-45N) screens when entering or updating transactions data in the Client Data System.

When the user clicks on the History feature, a pop-up window appears displaying history of transitions for the client for that specific treatment episode. The transition history shows the program, date, type of transaction and each change in element as FROM and TO for a particular client. These transactions are displayed in chronological order of each transaction date. If a client was transferred to/from an OASAS certified residential program within the provider that is not a Part 820 residential treatment program, the History window will show this transaction but the FROM/TO Element of Care will be blank. Use this record to see the treatment timeline. If any of the transactions displayed in this history appear incorrect, updates must be made via Client Management.

Questions can be forwarded to DataMgmt@OASAS.NY.gov